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A woman abandoned, a Highlander starting a revolution.When Lady Rosamond de Warenne is

abandoned by her father in a remote cave, she doesnâ€™t believe her fate could get any

worseâ€”until sheâ€™s kidnapped by a fearsome Highlander. Laird Tierney MacDougall, recently

released from imprisonment by the English, is bent on revenge, starting with marrying the daughter

of his tormenter. A union forged from vengeance is doomed to failâ€”or is it?
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Love her stories.

A damsel in distress...a Scottish Warrior to the rescue!If I could, I would give ten glittering stars to

Eliza Knight's third installment in her MacDougall Legacy series - What a sweeping, majestic story

this is! It made my heart sing!I have read that crafting a winning novel is somewhat like cooking up a

stew - You have to combine the main ingredients, and be sure to throw in all the right spices. Eliza

Knight has an award winning recipe for success here! A necessary element, for me, in a book is that

I have to have empathy for the characters...I have to "connect" with them. Lady Rosamond de



Warenne, is a wonderful character. I certainly felt empathy for her plight of being abandoned in a

remote cave by none other than her own flesh and blood Father. I loved her kindness, her

selflessness. She was beautiful on the outside, for sure, but she also had a beautiful, caring and

giving heart.Fortunately, for Lady Rosamond, help arrives in the person of our Hero, Laird Tierney

MacDougall, a fearsome looking warrior who happens so see a faint light shining in the darkness

and dares to scale a rocky cliff face, risking life and limb to save our sweet Heroine. Laird

MacDougall is brave, loyal, true, and steadfast. Having suffered an unjust captivity for ten long

years, he is determined to regain what he has lost. Complicating matters, his vicious enemy

happens to be the brutal father of Lady Rosamond. What a tangle!Laird MacDougall has a loyal

following, who never gave up on him, and who are determined to support their leader. This reader

can empathize with Tierney, and feels his sorrow for all that he has lost, and cheers for him to keep

fighting on.Another important element in a novel is a plot that flows steadily along, and this one

does, for sure! I loved seeing life on board a sailing vessel! The reader can almost feel the salty

spray on her face, the sound of the waves lapping against the side of the boat! Lovely imagery!The

element of humor is also a big plus in a novel, for me...LARID OF DARKNESS delivers on this

count, as well! The moment when Lady Rosamond takes a sip of whiskey...it was so funny! Suffice it

to say, she found it a bit strong for her liking, and resolved to stick with wine.A satisfying conclusion,

with any and all loose ends tied up nicely is also an element that I appreciate! I also am a fan of an

Epilogue, and this wonderful book hits homeruns for both elements.Two bruised and battered souls

find each other...and stand together with their loyal friends to weather the storms of life. The pain of

betrayal has stung both Lady Rosamond and Laird MacDougall, but they both have courage and

resolve to fight for a better tomorrow - What inspiring characters they are!So, this reader is putting

down LAIRD OF DARKNESS as one of the best books that I have read in 2017! This moving,

emotional story touched my heart, and I urge you, if you love adventure, romance, handsome, loyal

Highlanders, sweet, brave and kind Heroines - This is the story for you - don't miss it!Bravo, Eliza

Knight!

This is a terrific little story about a Scottish laird , Tierney, who has been imprisoned and tortured in

the Tower of London for ten long years. Upon his unexpected release, while returning to his native

Scotland, he happens upon an English woman, Lady Rosamond. Tierney rescues Rosamond from

a dire scenario that would have likely resulted in her demise. The two people, who were brought

together by fate, (or was it a legend?),begin to see that they are somehow supposed to be together.

They have more than just a heated attraction, but sense a destiny as one.I thoroughly enjoyed this



book, and found myself smiling more than once as I read it from start to finish without putting it

down! The plot was intriguing, the characters were colorful, and the romance was magnetic! I highly

recommend this book to readers of romance who enjoy historical romance with heat and humor. I

am also hoping that there is another in this series, as I am curious to know how Gunnar and Loretta

made their way to each other- there is certainly a story to tell there!

Tierney is a man on a mission of revenge. He has vowed he will make the English and his tormentor

while he was imprisoned, John de Warenne, pay and pay dearly. He pledges false allegience to the

English king in order to gain his release from prison, then begins his journey back to Scotland,

where he plans to rally his clansmen and oust English forces while battling under the flag of Robert

the Bruce, King of Scotland.Along the way, Tierney rescues a damsel in distress, Lady Rosamond

de Warenne, daughter of his sworn enemy, John de Warenne. Rosamond reviles her father for

abandoning her in a cave to die and plots with Tierney to make her father pay for his many sins with

the ultimate weapon of revenge... A marriage between herself and Tierney.What starts out as a

marriage of mutual convenience, and a weapon of revenge, slowly changes as Tierney and

Rosamond are swept away by their passion for each other. As friendship, admiration, respect and

feelings start to grow and develop between the pair, they wonder if they will be able to hold on to the

truly special bond that they share. Or will the lust for revenge and the consequences thereof tear

them apart?I LOVE these two characters, Tierney and Rosamond. They have so much heart,

warmth and depth. I felt my fondness for them grow along with their fondness for each. Rosamond

is brave, strong, compassionate and smart. Tierney is a born leader, fearless and protective, yet

also loyal, gentle and kind. These two were truly made for each other.Knight was a "new to me"

author, and she did not disappoint! This story was very well crafted with interesting characters and a

fast-paced, riveting plot line. I am eager for the next book in the series and, now, would also like to

go back and read the two books, that are prior to this one.*I received a complimentary ARC of this

story in order to read and provide a voluntary, unbiased and honest review, should I choose to do

so.

As the responsible one, Lady Rosamond de Warenne took the blame for her sister's actions,

knowing that her very unstable father could possibly kill her pregnant twin. Rosamond's punishment

was to be abandoned in a cave, far above the sea, with no chance of escape. Tiernay, having been

imprisoned by the evil John de Warenne, rescues Rosamond and the adventurous romance

begins.This story was brilliantly written. You felt every bit of the angst of the Heroine and the depth



of the anger of the Hero. I loved the concern Rosamond still had for her twin, even after the

horrendous punishment by their father.(This is an extended version of a previously released novella.

I definitely enjoyed the added content.)
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